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RADIATION EFFECTS 
DISCUSSED AT UM
MISSOULA--
Effects of radiation, including X-rays, on genes and chromosomes were discussed 
Tuesday at the University of Montana during the Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space 
Radiation Effects of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
In his paper entitled "Basic Cellular Radiobiology: Effects of Radiation on Genes 
and Chromosomes," Dr. Sheldon Wolff of the Laboratory of Radiobiology, University of 
California Medical Center, San Francisco, indicated that radiation can cause breaks in 
chromosomes or strings of genes.
He said the broken chromosomes often rearrange themselves in different genetic 
sequences and thus may affect inherited characteristics of parent to child. Genes, borne 
on chromosomes, are involved in transmission of specific hereditary characteristics from 
parents to offspring.
Dr. Wolff also noted that alcohol, caffeine and cosmic rays can break up chromosomes, 
causing mutations or changes in hereditary material. He said cosmic-ray effects have 
been noted frequently in Brazil and desert regions.
Regarding possible genetic damage from X-rays, Dr. Wolff said the medical profession 
now avoids X-raying women during the first several months of pregnancy unless it is 
absolutely necessary. He said it has been determined that most genetic damage done by
X-rays to a human fetus (an unborn baby) is done during the early stages of pregnancy.
A lecture entitled "The Potentials of Scanning Electron Microscopy" was presented by 
Dr. Albert V. Crewe following Dr. Wolff's discussion. Dr. Crewe's discussion dealt with 
the use of the electron microscope in the study of radiation effects on genetic material.
Fourth session of the conference, dealing with ionization effects, will be Wednesday 
morning. Two concurrent round tables will be Wednesday afternoon. Titles of the after­
noon sessions are Radiation Damage Research--Its Relevance to Technology" and "Computer 
Aided Analysis and Design." Session chairman Wednesday will be S.E. Harrison of the
Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore, Md. n .  rccc  ̂ r .r 1 • The IEEE conference will end Thursday.
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